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The influence of parental effects on transcriptomic
landscape during early development in brook charr
(Salvelinus fontinalis, Mitchill)

B Bougas1, C Audet2 and L Bernatchez1

Parental effects represent an important source of variation in offspring phenotypes. Depending on the specific mechanisms
involved, parental effects may be caused to different degrees by either the maternal or the paternal parent, and these effects
may in turn act at different stages of development. To detect parental effects acting on gene transcription regulation and length
phenotype during ontogeny, the transcriptomic profiles of two reciprocal hybrids from Laval�Rupert and Laval�Domestic
populations of brook charr were compared at hatching, yolk sac resorption and 15 weeks after exogenous feeding. Using a
salmonid cDNA microarray, our results show that parental effects modulated gene expression among reciprocal hybrids only at
the yolk sac resorption stage. In addition, Laval�Domestic and Laval�Rupert reciprocal hybrids differed in the magnitude of
theses parental effects, with 199 and 630 differentially expressed transcripts, respectively. This corresponds to a maximum of
18.5% of the analyzed transcripts. These transcripts are functionally related to cell cycle, nucleic acid metabolism and
intracellular protein traffic, which is consistent with observed differences associated with embryonic development and growth
differences in other fish species. Our results thus illustrate how parental effects on patterns of gene transcription seem
dependent on the genetic architecture of the parents. In addition, in absence of transcriptional differences, non-transcript
deposits in the yolk sac could contribute to the observed length differences among the reciprocal hybrids before yolk sac
resorption.
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INTRODUCTION

In most organisms, the phenotype of an individual is influenced not
only by its own genotype and environmental constraints, but also by
the genotype and environment of its parents, that is, parental effects.
These effects may be defined as the causal mechanisms responsible for
the parental influence on the offspring’s phenotype (Wolf and Wade,
2009). One simple way to detect parental effects is to produce
reciprocal crosses between different strains that are kept in a
controlled environment. Thus, if the offspring resulting from the
cross between a male of strain A and a female of strain B have a
different phenotype from those resulting from the reciprocal cross, an
effect of parental strain and sex may be inferred (Roff, 1996;
Mousseau and Fox, 1998; Roff and Sokolovska, 2004; Saavedra and
Amat, 2005).

Multiple genetic and environmental phenomena have a role in
parental effects, including: mate choice, maternal or paternal care,
parental allocation of resources, cytoplasmic components inherited
from the egg and sperm, and genomic imprinting, in which one
parental allele is epigenetically modified. These mechanisms have been
reported to influence many traits in several animal and plant species
and may have ecological and evolutionary implications by affecting
offspring fitness (Mousseau and Fox, 1998; Badyaev and Uller, 2009;

Donelson et al., 2009; Inchausti and Ginzburg, 2009; Wolf and
Wade, 2009). Parental effects are also exploited in both aquaculture
and agronomy to improve the performance of production stocks in
terms of growth and disease resistance, among other traits (Green,
2008).

In fishes, parental effects are particularly known to have an
important role in the development at the embryo and juvenile stages
(Green, 2008; Donelson et al., 2009) and have been widely docu-
mented in salmonid species (Refstie and Steine, 1978; Einum and
Fleming, 1999, 2000; Heath et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2004, 2005;
Johnson et al., 2007; Nichols et al., 2007; Petersson and Järvi, 2007;
Wedekind et al., 2008; Eilertsen et al., 2009). These studies have
documented the effects of maternal or paternal phenotypic traits
(such as color, egg size, weight and length) on the length, fitness,
development rate or growth of offspring. For example, the size of the
mother is correlated with the size of the eggs, which in turn influences
the length of offspring (Einum and Fleming, 1999; Heath et al., 1999;
Green, 2008). Moreover, length and color of the father may be
significantly associated with the offspring length (Refstie and Steine,
1978; Perry et al., 2004; Eilersten et al., 2009). In brook charr
(Salvelinus fontinalis) and chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tsha-
wytscha), it has been shown that maternal effects related to growth
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completely disappear after the yolk sac resorption stage (Heath et al.,
1999; Perry et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2007).

In comparison with the wealth of studies focusing on parental
effects on external phenotypes, very few have tried to investigate the
impacts of parental effects on the transcriptome. So far, such effects
have been investigated using microarrays in only a few Drosophila
studies. In particular, Gibson et al. (2004) showed that 2% of the
12 559 analyzed genes in F1 heterozygotes presented parental effects
(that is, a resemblance to either paternal or maternal expression). In
fishes, previous studies mostly emphasized differences in gene
expression during embryogenesis to detect maternal-effect genes
across developmental transitions or to detect differences in develop-
ment rate in embryos (Mathavan et al., 2005; Bai et al., 2007; Nolte
et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010; Renaut et al., 2011). To our knowledge,
however, no study has yet systematically focused on investigating the
dynamics of parental effects on the transcriptome across different
development stages.

In this study, we investigate parental effects on genome-wide
transcription profiles, using microarrays, at three different stages of
development in a vertebrate species, the brook charr (Salvelinus
fontinalis). Brook charr is a salmonid native to eastern North
America, where it is highly prized by anglers. It is also an economic-
ally important farmed fish in Quebec, Canada, where it represents
57% of the freshwater aquaculture production in weight (MAPAQ,
2010). F1 crosses descending from three genetically distinct popula-
tions, two wild and one domestic, were performed to investigate the
phenotypic response relative to parental populations to obtain
individuals with improved performances for the aquaculture industry,
mostly in terms of enhanced growth and delayed age at sexual
maturity. F1 reciprocal crosses were used to detect the parental effects
on transcriptome at three stages: hatching, yolk sac resorption and 15
weeks after exogenous feeding. To document specific maternal and
paternal effects, parent lengths were measured, as well as offspring
lengths at the three stages of development. Our main objective was to
test the hypothesis that parental effects acted at the whole transcrip-
tome scale in offspring by modulating gene expression differently
among reciprocal offspring. We also tested whether these effects
decrease during development, as has been observed for certain
phenotypic traits in brook charr (Perry et al., 2005).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fish crosses
Individual brook charr was produced using breeders from three genetically

distinct populations: a Domestic population (D), used by the aquaculture

industry in Quebec, Canada, and the Laval (L) and Rupert (R) populations.

The L population is derived from an anadromous population originating from

the Laval River near Forestville (north of the St Lawrence River, Quebec),

whereas the R population originates from a freshwater wild population of the

Rupert River, which drains into James Bay in north-western Quebec. Breeders

from the L and R populations were kept in captivity for three generations at

the Institut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski (ISMER, Quebec) and at the

Laboratoire de Recherche des Sciences Aquatiques (LARSA, Laval University,

Quebec), respectively. Breeders from the D population derived from the

Nashua and Baldwin stocks were obtained from Pisciculture de la Jacques

Cartier (Cap-Santé, Quebec). The three populations are highly genetically

differentiated, with a mean Fst¼ 0.427±0.020 among the L and R populations

and a mean Fst¼ 0.187±0.009 among the D vs the L and R populations

(Martin et al., 1997). They also differ significantly in patterns of gene

transcription when reared in common environment. Thus, the more geneti-

cally distant of these populations, R and L, differently expressed only 72

transcripts, compared with 178 and 191 transcripts with the genetically

intermediate (in terms of genetic distance) D population, respectively

(Bougas et al., 2010). In 2005, breeders from the Domestic (D), Laval (L)

and Rupert (R) populations were crossed to generate 10 full-sib outbred

families per parental cross and per hybrid cross. Two hybrids and reciprocal

crosses were generated (hybrids: D~L#, L~D#, L~R# and R~L#). All

families were kept separately under identical controlled conditions at the

Laboratoire de recherche des sciences aquatiques (LARSA, Laval University,

Quebec). Fertilized eggs were incubated at 6 1C up to hatching. The progeny

were then kept at 8 1C, under a photoperiod of 12 h of light and 12 h of

darkness.

Microarray experiments
Biochips. The transcription profiles of the four crosses were measured using

salmonid cDNA microarrays spotted with 16 006 features produced by the

consortium for Genomic Research on All Salmon Project (cGRASP, available

from Ben F. Koop, http://web.uvic.ca/grasp/). The 16 006 features come from

175 cDNA libraries constructed from a wide variety of tissues sampled at

different stages of development (detailed in von Schalburg et al. (2005)). This

chip has been successfully tested and applied to brook charr (Koop et al., 2008;

Mavarez et al., 2009; Bougas et al., 2010; Sauvage et al., 2010).

Sampling. Eight families of individual brook charr were sampled for the

R~L#, L~R#, L~D# and D~L# crosses. One sexually undifferentiated

individual per family was randomly sampled at hatching, yolk sac resorption

stage, corresponding to the moment where the yolk sac is totally absorbed, and

15 weeks after exogenous feeding. These were immediately frozen in a mix of

dry ice and alcohol, for a total of 96 individuals.

RNA extraction, labeling and cDNA hybridization. Total RNA from the 96

deep-frozen individuals was extracted in toto. To remove the effect of egg

content, the yolk sacs were removed for all juveniles sampled at the hatching

stage. Total RNA was extracted with the PureLink Micro-to-Midi Total RNA

Purification System Kit and then treated using DNase I, Amplification Grade

(1 unit per ml; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s

protocol. Total RNA was stored in pure water spiked with 1ml Superase-In

RNase Inhibitor (Ambion, Foster City, CA, USA) at �80 1C. Quality and

integrity of the total RNA were controlled using an Experion Automated

Electrophoresis Station and RNA HighSens Chips (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA,

USA). For each sample, 12mg total RNA was retro-transcribed and the cDNA

samples labeled using Genisphere 3DNA Array 50 Kit, Invitrogen’s Superscript

II retro-transcriptase and Cyanine3 and Alexa 647 fluorescent dyes (Geni-

sphere), following the procedures described at http://web.uvic.ca/cbr/grasp/

(Genisphere Array 50 Protocol). For each developmental stage, cDNA of eight

individuals from each cross (corresponding to one individual per family) was

hybridized to microarrays, for a total of 48 microarrays. The distribution of

dyes was equilibrated among each cross (four samples with Cyanine3 and four

samples with Alexa647 for each developmental stage). Pair-wise direct

comparisons between reciprocal hybrids (L~R# vs R~L# and L~D# vs

D~L#) were performed at each developmental stage (Churchill, 2002).

Data acquisition, preparation, statistical analysis. Microarrays were scanned

using a ScanArray scanner (Perkin-Elmer Life Sciences, Waltham, MA, USA).

Spots were localized and quantified with the QuantArray 3.0 software (Perkin-

Elmer Life Sciences), using the histogram quantification method and keeping

the mean value of intensity for each spot. Local background was removed and

the data from bad spots were manually excluded from the data set. For each of

the two dyes on each array, spots with signal intensities lower than the mean

intensity of the empty spots plus twice their standard deviation were flagged as

non-expressed. Spots that had no non-expressed flag in at least one group (RL,

LR, LD or DL) for at least one developmental stage were kept. This left a total

of 3411 spots for the analysis which were common to R~L#/L~R# and

L~D#/D~L# comparisons. After a base two logarithm transformation, the

data were normalized according to the rlowess method (regional lowess

procedure) implemented in R/MAANOVA package (Kerr et al., 2000) to

remove signal intensity-dependent and region-dependent dye effects on each

slide.

To detect differences in transcription profiles between the crosses at specific

stages, data were analyzed using a mixed model ANOVA (Wolfinger et al.,
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2001) and the R/MAANOVA package (Kerr et al., 2000, 2002). We tested the

presence of cross-type effects with the following ANOVA model:

Yijl¼ mþGþAiþDjþClðijÞ þ ADij

� �
þ GAið Þþ GDj

� �
þ GClðijÞ
� �

þ eijl

where A: array; D: Dye; C: Cross type; G: Gene; terms in parentheses are

interaction terms. This model included ‘Array’ as a random term and ‘Dye’ and

‘Cross type’ as fixed terms. A permutation-based F test (Fs, with 1000 sample

ID permutations) was then performed and restricted maximum likelihood was

used to solve the mixed model equations (Cui et al., 2005). We tested the

presence of cross type effects with the ANOVA model and used the P-values to

determine the significance of inter-cross differential expression. A False

Discovery Rate correction (FDR¼ 0.05) was applied within the R/MAANOVA

package to account for multiple testing.

Gene ontology. Functional classification and assessment of significant differ-

ential representation of functional classes were performed in the DAVID

(http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/) and PANTHER (http://www.pantherdb.org/)

environments. DAVID 2.1 (beta version) gene accession conversion tool

(Huang et al., 2009a, b) was used to convert Gene Ontology-linked

identifications and Swissprot identifiers from the salmonid microarrays to

UNIGENE clusters. Then, the assessment of significant differential representa-

tion of functional categories was performed with the 3411 common transcripts

serving as the background list in PANTHER (binomial test, significance

threshold: P-value¼ 0.05).

Body size measurement and estimation of parental effects
Sampling. All dams and sires were measured at the time of mating. Twenty

sexually undifferentiated offspring per family (ten families for L~D#, R~L#
and L~R# crosses, and eight families for D~L# cross) were sampled and

their fork length measured at hatching and yolk sac resorption stages. For the

last sampling stage, 15 weeks after exogenous feeding, 50 individuals per family

were sampled and measured.

Data analysis. Normality and homoscedasticity of length data were tested

respectively with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Brown and Forsythe tests

(Quinn and Keough, 2005). To detect potential cross effects, data were

analyzed with the following ANOVA mixed model, implemented in ASReml

version 2 (VSN International, Hemel Hempstead, UK):

Yijk ¼mþCiþ FjðiÞ þ eijk

with C (cross-type) as the fixed effect and F (family) nested within C as the

random effect. The test was followed by an a posteriori analysis when

significant. Differences between means were tested with Tukey tests and, in

the case of non-homoscedastic data, the Games and Howell tests, using SPSS

version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Length data of breeders and

offspring are presented in Supplementary File S1. To estimate the influence of

maternal vs paternal length on the length of their offspring, the offspring

length at each stage of development was regressed against the length of each of

their parents (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Because parents and offspring were

not measured at the same age, and to make the regression slopes comparable

among the developmental stages, the length data were standardized to a mean

of zero and variance of one by subtracting the sample mean from each sample

and dividing this difference by the sample variance. This correction was

applied separately to the offspring for each stage and to the dam and sire

lengths.

RESULTS

Parental effects on gene expression
Significant parental effects were detected and these differed between
cross types and development stages within cross type. Thus, only one
transcript was significantly differently expressed at hatching. Namely,
elongation factor 2 was significantly underexpressed in L~R# relative
to R~L#, whereas no significant difference was observed between
L~D# and D~L# (Figure 1a).

In sharp contrast, many transcripts were differentially expressed at
the yolk sac resorption stage and their numbers varied considerably

between the two reciprocal comparisons. Thus, between the L~D#
and D~L# crosses, 199 transcripts, representing 102 unique genes
(genes sharing the same name) and 20 ‘unknown’ transcripts, were
differentially expressed, while 630 transcripts, representing 346 unique
genes and 80 ‘unknown’ transcripts, were differentially expressed
between the L~R# and R~L# crosses (Figure 1b). Only 28
transcripts representing 17 genes were common to the two compar-
isons (Table 1).

In the L~D#/D~L# comparison, the number of transcripts
showing overexpression was higher than the number of transcripts
showing underexpression with 115 overexpressed transcripts (average
log2 of fold change: 0.38) and 63 underexpressed transcripts (average
log2 of fold change: �0.20) for L~D# relative to D~L#. In the
L~R#/R~L# comparison, there were 310 overexpressed transcripts
(average log2 of fold change: 0.20) and 239 underexpressed transcripts
(average log2 of fold change: �0.27) in L~R# relative to R~L#.
Details regarding all differently expressed genes between the L~R#
and R~L# crosses, as well as between the L~D# and D~L#
crosses, are given in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

At the third sampling period, 15 weeks after exogenous feeding, for
the L~D#/D~L# comparison, only two transcripts (genes coding
for the ribonucleoprotein A1 and the keratin type I cytoskeletal 13) were
significantly overexpressed in the L~D# relative to D~L# cross,
while no transcript was differentially expressed for the L~R#/R~L#
comparison (Figure 1c).

Gene ontology
UNIGENE annotation was available for 53.3% of the cDNA clones
that were differently expressed in either or both of the comparisons.

Figure 1 Venn diagrams representing the number of differentially expressed

transcripts (FDR¼0.05) and the corresponding expression ratio (log2)

between the reciprocal crosses (L~D#/D~L# and L~R#/R~L#) at

hatching (a), yolk sac resorption stage (b) and 15 weeks after exogenous

feeding (c). Intersection between the circles corresponds to the number of

transcripts that are common in the two comparisons. The number of genes

represented by the transcripts is indicated in parentheses. The number of

genes in parentheses and the corresponding mean of ratio are given.

L~D#, Laval female�Domestic male hybrids; D~L#, Domestic

female�Laval male hybrids; L~R#, Laval female�Rupert male hybrids;
R~L#, Rupert female� Laval male hybrids; UE, underexpressed

transcripts; OE, overexpressed transcripts.
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All further Gene Ontology analysis was applied only to transcripts
that were differentially expressed at the yolk sac resorption stage,
which represented all but three of the genes. Only the genes that were
automatically annotated were used for binomial test in PANTHER.
In addition to these automatically annotated genes, Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2 also present genes that were manually annotated by
querying the swissprot database. No functional categories were
overrepresented among the 17 genes that were common in both
L~D#–D~L# and L~R#–R~L# comparisons. Two functional
categories were significantly overrepresented among the genes that
were differentially expressed between L~D# and D~L#: (1) lipid
metabolism and (2) signal transduction. These categories were
represented by genes that are both underexpressed and overexpressed
in the L~D# cross relative to D~L# cross (Table 2; Supplementary
Table S1). For the L~R#/R~L# comparison, eight functional
categories were overrepresented, which did not include the two that
were overrepresented in the L~D#/D~L# comparison: cell motility,
cell cycle, cell structure, intracellular transport, intracellular protein
traffic, muscle contraction and nucleic acid metabolism. The majority
of the genes in these categories were overexpressed in the L~R#
progeny, including 100% in cell motility and cell structure, 87% in cell
cycle, 92.3% in intracellular protein traffic and 89.3% in nucleic acid
metabolism (Table 2; Supplementary Table S2).

Body size differences among crosses and parental effects on
offspring size
At hatching and yolk sac resorption stages, progeny of both L~D#
and L~R# crosses was significantly longer than individuals from
their reciprocal crosses. After 15 weeks of exogenous feeding, L~D#
individuals were still significantly longer than those from the
reciprocal cross, whereas the length differences between L~R# and
R~L# individuals were no longer significant (Figure 2). The effects
of the maternal and paternal lengths on offspring length also differed
among crosses and across developmental stages (Figure 3). For the

L~D# and D~L# individuals, the positive maternal effects dis-
appeared after the yolk sac resorption (Figures 3a and b). The length
of L~D# individuals was positively associated with that of their
mother at both the hatching and yolk sac resorption stages. Also, the
relative maternal effect was more important at the yolk sac resorption
stage compared with the hatching stage. In contrary, L~R# and
R~L# phenotypes showed a negative correlation with their parents’
length (Figures 3c and d).

Table 1 List of differentially expressed genes common to the two comparisons (L~R#/R~L# and L~D#/D~L#)

Gene name FDR Fold change Fold change Functional categories

LD/DL LR/RL

Collagen alpha-1(I) chain prec. 0.0077 0.17 0.42 Receptor binding; Cell structure

Collagen alpha-2(I) chain prec. 0.0077 �0.35 0.33 Cell adhesion; Cell structrure

Elongation factor 2 0.0304 �0.27 �0.41 Protein met. and modification

Ferritin/heavy sub. 0.0165 0.31 0.36 Iron Ion transport/Stress responsea

Glutathione S-transferase P 1 0.0143 0.28 �0.23 Protein transporta

Hemoglobin embryonic sub.a 0.0143 0.57 0.41 Ion transport/Oxygen transport

Hemoglobin sub.a 0.0077 0.94 0.39 Ion transport/Oxygen transport

Ictacalcin 0.0165 0.47 0.35 Calcium ion bindinga

Ornithine decarboxylase antizyme 1 0.0264 �0.20 �0.19 Enzyme inhibitor activity

Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B prec. 0.0165 0.35 0.51 Protein met. and modificationa

Plasma retinol-binding protein I 0.0209 �0.48 �0.80 Transporter activitya

Protein S100-A1 0.0125 0.41 0.65 Signal transduction; ISC

RNA polymerase II transcriptional coactivator p15 0.0213 �0.13 0.25 NAN met., Regulation of transcription

Serine incorporator 1 0.0492 �0.31 �0.51 Protein binding/Intracellular transport

Serotransferrin prec. 0.0125 0.51 0.47 Ion transporta

Signal peptidase complex sub. 3 0.0165 0.15 0.20 Protein met. and modificationa

Type II keratin E2 (Oncorhynchus mykiss) 0.0165 0.57 0.47 Cell transport/cell structure

Abbreviations: D, domestic; FDR, false discovery rate; ISC, intracellular signaling cascade; L, laval; Met., metabolism; NAN, nucleotid and acid nucleic; R, rupert.
Fold changes represent the average of base 2 logarithms of the absolute fold changes. FDR corresponds to the FDR-corrected (1000 permutations) P-value of the ANOVA test.
aFunctional categories presented in italic correspond to gene ontology functions for the genes.

Table 2 Overrepresented functional categories in the L~R#/R~L#
and L~D#/D~L# comparisons (binomial test, significance

threshold: P-value¼0.05; http://www.pantherdb.org)

Comparison Functional

category

Number of

UNIGENE

% OG OG fold

change

UG fold

change

L~R# vs R~L# Cell cycle 8 87.0 0.30 �0.30

(346 significant

unique genes)

Cell motility 7 100.0 0.30 —

Cell structure 9 100.0 0.31 —

Intracellular

protein traffic

13 92.3 0.34 �0.49

Intracellular

transport

13 61.5 0.35 �0.47

Nucleic acid

metabolism

28 89.3 0.30 �0.30

Muscle

contraction

5 40.0 0.25 �0.25

L~D# vs D~L# Lipid

metabolism

5 40.0 0.48 �0.36

(102 significant

unique genes)

Signal

transduction

7 28.6 0.24 �0.32

Abbreviations: D, domestic; L, laval; OG, overexpressed gene; UG, underexpressed gene;
R, rupert.
Fold changes are log transformed.
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DISCUSSION

Parental influence at different stages of development
Maternal effects are mediated by egg components and, later, by yolk
sac components such as nutriments, hormones, components of
defense mechanisms, maternally contributed mitochondria and
maternal mRNAs (Kanaya et al., 1996; Løvoll et al., 2006; Bai et al.,
2007; Green, 2008). The maternal mRNA present in the egg influences
its quality and, consequently, embryonic development. RNA and
proteins present in the sperm also contribute to zygote formation and
embryo development, although to a lesser extent (Loppin et al., 2005).
It has already been suggested that the lower divergence observed in
early developmental stages could be explained by the particular
constraints placed on the expression of genes responsible for early
development. Indeed, these genes are the ones responsible for the
phylogenetic organization among eukaryotes and their expression
must be tightly controlled in order to lead to the development
(Domazet-Lošo and Tautz, 2010). The striking gene expression
differences that we observed between the reciprocal hybrids only at
the yolk sac resorption stage could be the result of the interaction of
yolk components with the offspring genome. For example, yolk sac
components, like hormones, proteins or nutriments, which are
influenced by the genetic background of the parents, could directly
or indirectly influence the offspring’s genomic activity by modifying
or interacting with either transcription factors or DNA structure.
Moreover, Bai et al. (2007) suggested that a high abundance of
maternal ribosomes is found in the yolk sac and could have an impact
on the translation control of the offspring genome. In addition to
these yolk sac components, maternally deposited RNAs are known to
degrade relatively slowly and consequently, have been found in
embryos up to late developmental stages (Mathavan et al., 2005;
Baroux et al., 2008). As a result, these maternal RNAs could act as
transcription regulators and interact with the zygote’s transcripts to
regulate the level of expression of some genes. All of these interactions
contribute to the presence of gene expression differences at this stage

between reciprocal hybrids, but their complexity limits the possibility
of separating the parental from the zygotic contributions. The lack of
gene expression differences in reciprocal hybrids 15 weeks after
exogenous feeding confirms that the pronounced differences between
reciprocal crosses at the yolk sac resorption stage are caused by
parental deposits, which disappear at later stages. Another possible
explanation could be that the transcriptional differences are driven by
specific tissues or cells that are present in a smaller proportion in
whole individuals at this specific stage of development relative to
whole individuals at the yolk resorption stage. Such a small propor-
tion could have prevented detecting the transcriptional differences at
the level of the whole individuals. To verify this hypothesis, it would
relevant that future studies aim at measuring the transcriptional
differences in specific cell or tissues among juvenile brook charr.

Parental influence among cross-types
Our results also revealed pronounced differences in gene expression
across the two groups of reciprocal crosses. In fact, many more
transcripts were differently expressed between the L~R#/R~L#
hybrids than between the L~D#/D~L# hybrids. These differences
could be caused by intrinsic differences in the genetic architecture of
the parents which consequently would interact differently when
crossed together. These differences could in turn be exacerbated when
parental yolk sac deposits interact with the offspring zygote. In
support of this hypothesis, results from our previous study comparing
hybrids with parental populations at the yolk sac resorption stage
showed that hybrids from the L and R crosses and the L and D crosses
had unpredictable transcriptomic responses (Bougas et al., 2010).
Relative to their parental populations, these two hybrid crosses
presented differences in terms of which genes were differentially
expressed, as well as in the major modes of transcription regulation
(that is, additivity, dominance and over- or underdominance).
Dominant or over-underdominant interaction of hybrid genomes is
likely responsible for the unpredictable nature of the transcriptomic
responses. Moreover, L~D# individuals displayed 85% of dominance
in gene expression regulation, whereas the R~L# individuals
displayed only 26% of gene expression dominance (Bougas et al.,
2010). This is in accordance with the higher gene transcription
misregulation observed in hybrids of the two more divergent
populations, R and L. This transcription misregulation could in turn
explain why the reciprocal R~L# and L~R# individuals are less
similar to one another than the reciprocal L~D# and D~L#
individuals.

Gene expression differences between the reciprocal crosses could
also have influenced the observed differences in length and develop-
mental timing. For example, functional categories such as cell cycle,
cell motility, cell structure, intracellular protein traffic and nucleic
acid metabolism, that showed a majority of overexpressed genes in
L~R# compared with R~L#, are consistent with gene expression
differences observed during embryonic development studies in other
salmonid species, namely lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). For example, genes involved in
the cell cycle and nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism functional
categories were found to be differentially expressed between two
ecotypes of lake whitefish at the embryonic stage, suggesting their
importance in transcription regulation and development of the
embryos (Nolte et al., 2009). In addition, genes involved in these
two functional categories were also found to be overexpressed in fast
developing rainbow trout individuals (Xu et al., 2010). Thus, the
higher length of L~R# relative to R~L# hybrids at the yolk sac
resorption stage, and faster development rate from hatching to yolk

Figure 2 Length of individual brook charr issued from hybrid crosses at

three different developmental stages: hatching, yolk sac resorption stage

and 15 weeks after exogenous feeding. Mean±s.e. Within each

development stage, different letters above the bars indicate significantly

different means (P-value o0.05). Numbers shown above the bar plots

correspond to the ratios of female and male lengths for each cross.
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sac resorption, could be associated with the great number of genes
that were differentially expressed at this stage. A possible link between
phenotype and overrepresentation of genes related to signal transduc-
tion and lipid metabolism is more difficult to interpret because of the
nature of the genes involved. They are both less numerous and
potentially involved in other functions (Table 2). Namely, the genes
related to signal transduction, the mechanism responsible for
conversion of the mechanical/chemical stimuli into specific cellular
responses, also have a role in cellular reorganization and ligand
binding receptors. Among these genes, two overexpressed genes in
L~D# relative to D~L# (calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein
kinase and protein S100) are involved in transcription regulation
and cell growth differentiation. Two underexpressed genes are
involved in apoptosis and regulation of cell growth (growth arrest
and DNA damage-inducible protein GADD45 beta and stathmin).
Moreover, the regulation of stathmin protein is controlled by the
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase protein (Cassimeris,
2002). Upregulation of these genes could also have promoted the
higher growth in the L~D# individuals (Figure 2). Genes related to
lipid metabolism have a role in the processes of synthesis and
degradation of lipids. One gene responsible for fatty acid protein
transport in cells (fatty acid-binding protein, intestinal gene) was
overexpressed in the L~D# individuals, while one gene involved in

fatty acid degradation (acyl-coA-binding protein gene) was under-
expressed. These processes could have favored the accumulation of
fatty acids and thus could be responsible in part for the higher
weights observed in these individuals. Upregulation of genes involved
in growth, intracellular and extracellular transport, cell proliferation
(such as connective tissue growth factor gene, zymogen granule,
hemoglobin, and keratin genes) may also contribute to the greater
lengths of L~D# individuals. However, future studies should aim to
learn more about some of the specific genes suggested in the present
study and their specific effect on fish length. These studies could use
qPCR, protein assay and detection to determine the effect of those
genes specific on length at age variation among juvenile brook charr.

Specific parental effect on offspring length
Since our microarray experiment was designed to test for the
occurrence of parental effects, the respective roles of maternal vs
paternal effects acting on the transcriptional differences could not be
disentangled. Previous studies in Drosophila that investigated parental
effects at the gene transcription level did not clearly reveal a more
pronounced influence of the effect of either parent on the offspring
transcriptome. Thus, Gibson et al. (2004) showed that genes in
reciprocal hybrid crosses were expressed at a similar level to one of the
two parents, but not systematically to that of the mother. Wittkopp

Figure 3 Bar chart showing the regression slopes of offspring length on parent length. Dam-offspring (dark bars) and sire-offspring (light bars) regression

slopes are shown at hatching, yolk sac resorption stage and 15 weeks after exogenous feeding. The significant slopes are indicated with the following code:

***P-value o0.001, **P-value o0.01 or *P-value o0.05. A significant positive slope corresponds to positive correlation of parent and offspring lengths,
while a significant negative slope corresponds to negative correlation between parent and offspring lengths. (a) Parent-offspring correlation slope for L~D#
hybrids. (b) Parent-offspring correlation slope for D~L# hybrids. (c) Parent-offspring correlation slope for L~R# hybrids. (d) Parent-offspring correlation

slope for R~L# hybrids.
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et al. (2006) also found that gene expression differences among
reciprocal crosses in Drosophila were affected by both trans-acting
maternal and paternal effects, which the authors imputed to the
cytoplasmic contributions of the egg and sperm.

Here, we were able to assess specific paternal and maternal
contributions to length phenotype of their progeny. Parental effects
have previously been reported to act on phenotypic differences
observed among salmonid offspring from early developmental stages,
soon after fertilization, and up to the later stages of development
(review by Green (2008)). More precisely, in brook charr, the length
of offspring at hatching time has been shown to be influenced by the
mother’s length, which in turn influences the egg, yolk sac and
embryo lengths (Perry et al., 2004).

In Arctic charr juveniles, the early growth also seems to be partly
determined by paternal effects (Eilersten et al., 2009). Here, our
results on length revealed a significant correlation between offspring
and mother length as well as father length, as previously found by
Perry et al. (2004) for brook charr, and in concordance with the
study of Eilersten et al. (2009). Thus, all crosses produced by L
females that were longer than their male mate (parental length ratio
41) were significantly longer than their reciprocal crosses (Figure 2).
Maternal effects on length phenotype that were only observed as a
significant positive length correlation in the reciprocal L~D# and
D~L# hybrids in earlier developmental stages decreased near zero
15 weeks after exogenous feeding (Figure 3a). The decreasing
influence of maternal effects is also consistent with previous studies
that showed a reduction of the parental effects from hatching
onwards and no influence of these effects on later life-history traits
(Heath and Blouw, 1998; Lindholm et al., 2006). However, significant
negative effect of R parental population length persisted in the
reciprocal L~R# and R~L# hybrids through the three stages of
development (Figures 3c and d). This negative effect could hypothe-
tically arise from differences in egg quality since female size may
influence egg size but not necessarily quality. Egg quality could be
influenced by the genetic makeup of the parents (reviewed by Brooks
et al. (1997)). Indeed, parental populations used in this study
presented marked differences in gene expression, genetic distance
and phenotype (Bougas et al., 2010). The different lengths observed
among reciprocal hybrids, sharing a similar genetic background,
could thus lie in different mobilization or quality of parental factors.
However, length is a quantitative trait known to be affected by
numerous genes, each having a small effect (Li et al., 2009). This
makes it more difficult to interpret the specific influence of maternal
and paternal effects on the length phenotype.

In conclusion, our results provide evidence for parental effects on
gene transcription regulation in brook charr reciprocal crosses and
demonstrate that parental effects can contribute to the differences
observed between hybrid crosses by modulating the transcriptome in
the zygotes. From these results, it is clear that parental effects are
complex and vary both in time and depending on the phenotype
being observed. We also show that they are highly dependent on the
genetic architecture of the parents. The fact that no transcription
effects were observed at hatching while parental effects on length
already existed at this stage also highlight the importance of non-
transcriptomic deposits, such as the presence of nutriments that could
act before the yolk sac resorption stage.
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